
WHAT DIFFERENCE
WILL IT MAKE

Providing this training for emerging scholars 
 increases the potential impact of their research,
could lead to future leaders outside of academia,

and increases the visability of SFU research.

WHAT WE
DID

Provided a virtual week long training and
networking summer institute. We sought to
provide policy-communication skill building

within a cross-disciplinary cohort with
opportunities for networking. 

The program included a pre-session
orientation, four half-day workshops, and a

demonstration day. Each workshop included
an academic and policy presenter. We took

an EDI lens to planning and hosting.

WHO
WITH

We selected 30 graduate
students and post

doctoral fellows, from
across all 8 faculties.

HOW THEY
FEEL

We asked participants daily, at the end of the week,
and 6 months post event, if they found the institute
useful and how we could better meet their needs.

94% felt the program was useful 
100% attended the full week
program
Requests for more feedback &
breaks were addressed

Participants expressed feeling valued, respected,
validated, and comfortable in the program.

The SFU Knowledge Mobilization Hub seeks to improve the
capacity of researchers to mobilize their work and have a
positive impact on the real world. We piloted a training
initiative, Research Meets Policy (RMP) @SFU inspired by
Science Meets Parliament. We used contribution analysis*
and outcome mapping from Matter of Focus** to evaluate
the program. The pilot project and findings are presented
here using the outcome map steps.

EVALUATION OF A
RESEARCH-TO-POLICY
COMMUNICATION
PILOT FOR SFU
GRADUATE TRAINEES 
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Confidence in their ability to discuss
their research with policy audiences
Self-reflection on their own biases
Skills for writing policy briefs and
engaging with the media
Better understanding of the policy
landscape

WHAT THEY
GAINED

WHAT THEY DO
DIFFERENTLY

Considering their stakeholders
perspectives earlier 
Communicating their research
beyond academia
Exploring political involvement.

NOTE
The feedback was

overwhelmingly
positive so we are
running RMP@SFU
again this summer,

incorporating lessons
learned.
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LEARN MORE
We compiled the

lessons and
examples shared by

our expert presenters
in four two page

explainers available
soon!

https://www.matter-of-focus.com/understand-the-outcomes-and-impacts-that-matter/
https://www.sfu.ca/research/strategic-initiatives/knowledge-mobilization

